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Nipah scare in
Kerala, 1 dead

SHINE JACOB

Chennai, 5 September

S

till reeling from the second wave of Covid-19,
Kerala received yet
another health scare as a 12year-old boy died after testing
positive for Nipah virus in
Kozhikode on Sunday. Two
health workers in contact
with the boy developed
symptoms of the virus.
The Centre has rushed a
team of National Centre for
Disease Control (NCDC) to
provide technical aid to the
state health department.
Sources in the state health
department
said
the
authorities were familiar with
the protocols to be followed
and the situation was
unlikely to worsen. State
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health minister Veena George
said the two infected persons
were part of 20 high-risk contacts of the deceased.
“There is nothing to worry
about. The health department
is closely following up on the
situation,” George said.
The state government has
already formed separate
teams for contact tracing and
taken steps to isolate primary
contacts. Police have also cordoned off about 3 kilometres
around the boy’s house and a
health alert has been declared
in the district.
Meanwhile, the state continued to report a lion’s share
of the country’s fresh Covid19 cases. While India reported
42,766 new Covid-19 cases on
Sunday, 29,682 of these were
in Kerala alone.
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RSS balm for
Infosys after
Panchajanya’s
diatribe
“There may be some issues
regarding the portal operated
by Infosys but the articles published in this context in
Panchjanya are the personal
views
of
the
author.
Panchajanya is not a mouthpiece of the RSS and the said
article or opinions expressed
in it should not be linked with
the Sangh," RSS communications chief Sunil Ambekar
added.
Sangh insiders said the attack on Infosys may have been
motivated by its workers and
activists who see themselves
as “more Hindu” than some
members of the government.
After Ambekar’s clarification, there was no response
from Panchajanya or others
on the board of Bharat
Prakashan, the company that
is the printer and publisher of
Panchajanya, despite several
messages. On Saturday, PTI
reported Panchjanya editor
Hitesh Shankar as saying that
Infosys is a big firm and very
crucial works were given to it
by the government based on
its credibility.
With glitches continuing
on the I-T Department’s new
e-filing portal, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
had given project vendor
Infosys time until September
15 to resolve issues being faced
by taxpayers.
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A ginger group that has
dedicated itself to purging the
system of persons who have
had linkages with past
Congress and Left-influenced
regimes is likely responsible
for the attack on Infosys,
insiders said. “In the past
there have been instances of
this group simply posting past
comments of people who have
been appointed to important
positions. Some of these campaigns have resulted in
appointees resigning in days.
Itne wicket gir gaye to unhe
laga, chalo, koi bada wicket
giraayen (After they managed
to get many wickets, they may
have thought, let’s try for a big
one),” said an activist.
“The fact that the BJP
lauds and grants lucrative government posts to those spewing venom against it 24x7
should speak volumes about
how little the party cares
about its followers and
workers. Any other party of
Left-liberal institutions will
never even give the courtesy
of hearing those from the
opposite end of the spectrum,
forget about giving out a highpaying job” said one tweet
from the group.
It is not clear at what level
the government complained
to the Sangh, eliciting a
response on the Infosys
matter. “It might have been B
L Santhoshji (organising secretary who is from Karnataka),
or someone at an even higher
level. It is also possible that
someone spoke to Mohanji
(Mohan Bhagwat, RSS chief).
We don’t know. The motivation behind the Panchajanya
article was misuse of public
money – but also an assertion,” said an activist.
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